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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we shall prove that if L is an arbitrary 3-chromatic graph 
and Gp is a simple graph on n vertices not containing L, and having at least 

2 

= — o(n?) 

edges, then it can be made bipartite by throwing away at most 

edges. This was known for L = K3. 

Let us call a graph pentagonlike if we can colour its 5 classes so that the 
vertices coloured by i are joined only to vertices coloured by 7+ 1 (mod 5). 

In addition to the above assertions, we shall prove that under the above conditions, there is a “pentagonlike graph” Hn with e(Hn) = e(Gn) for which 
we have to delete more edges than in case of Gn to make it bipartite. We shall also prove a related stability theorem, according to which, if D(Gn) denotes the minimum number of edges to be deleted to make Gn bipartite, then either 
D(Gn) < D(Hn) — cn? (i.e. Gy is significantly better than Hn — though they 
both may be far from any bipartite graph, — or the structur e of Gn is very 
near to that of a pentagonlike graph. 

-e_O NN 
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Notation. Below, we shall regard simple graphs, i.e. graphs without loops 

and multiple edges. Given a graph G, e(G), u(G) and x(G) will denote 

the number of edges, the number of vertices and the chromatic number of 

G respectively. Besides, in case if a graph is denoted by a capital letter 

with a subscript, (like G,, Hn, Sk, ...) the subscript will always denote the 

number of vertices. K, will denote the complete p-graph, C, the p-cycle. 

For a graph G, N(x) and d(x) will denote the neighbourhood of a 
vertex z and its degree. Sometimes we shall have two graphs at the same 

time: G and a Z C G. In such cases we will occasionally use subscripts to 

indicate, which graph are we speaking about: Nz(x) and dz(zx) will denote 
the neighbourhood of x and its degree in Z. 

Given a graph L, with v = v(L) vertices, ai,...,@,, and the integers 

n1,...,n, 2 0, then the graph L[n,,...,n,| is defined as follows: the ith 

vertex of L, a; is replaced by n; new, independent vertices, forming a set 

A; , (i =1,...,v) and we join in L[n;,...,n,] a vertex x € A; to a vertex 

y € A; iff aa; is an edge in L. 

As a special case of this, take H = Cs, i.e., denote by H[nj,...,n5] 

the pentagonlike graph with n; vertices in its ith class. We shall write 

H(ni,... ns] ~ H[nj,...,n5] if ni +... +3 = ny) +...4+n5 = n and 
n; — ni — o(n). ? 

We shall use a "distance" to describe the structure of a graph G: D(G) 

is the minimum number of edges representing all the odd cycles of G, or, 

in other words, the minimum number of edges to be deleted to turn G into 

a bipartite graph. Similarly D,(G) is the minimum number of edges to be 

deleted to turn G into a p-colorable graph. 

K(n,,...,p) will denote the complete p-partite graph with n, vertices 

in its 7th class. 

Given a graph L, ext(n, L) denotes the maximum number of edges a 

graph G,, of order n can have without containing L as a (not necessarily 

induced) subgraph. 

2 To be precise, this makes sense only if n — oo, and mostly we shall regard large 

but fixed ns, where we should rather speak of ¢ and 6...  
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1. Introduction 

To start with, below we occasionally disregard the “integer parts”, or other 

similar “divisibility nuisances” in our formulas. 

The results of this paper can basically be motivated in three different 

ways: by three different (though not too distant) problems. 

(A) It is well known [1] that for every graph G 

1 D(G) < 5(G). (1) 

In general this is sharp (apart from some error terms). Thus e.g. (1) is 

sharp for the complete graph, or (more generally), for random graphs with 

some fixed edge-probability p > 0. We are interested in the question, under 

which natural extra conditions can (1) essentially be improved. 

(B) If a graph is bipartite, it cannot contain triangles. It is known, (see 

e.g. [3], [4], [10], [6]) that graphs having almost ext(n, K3) edges and not 

containing K3’s can be changed into a bipartite graph by deleting relatively 

few edges. The question to be considered here is: 

Given a graph G,, of n vertices and E = e(Gn) edges, at least how many 

edges are needed to be deleted to make G,, bipartite? 

There are many conjectures (mostly due to Erdős) asserting that in 

some similar cases the following graph is the “extremal” one: we put n/5 

vertices into 5 classes U;,...,Us and join each vertex of U; to each vertex of 

Ui4, (6 =1,...,5, Us = Ui.) One of the most intriguing open conjectures 

in this field is 

1 
Conjecture 1. (Erdős) Prove that if K; Z G, then D(Gn) S sz i.e. 

1 ⋅ ∙ 
one can delete < a” edges of G, to end up with a bipartite graph. 

This problem is motivated by the fact that Hy := Cs [n/5,...,n/5] 

contains no K3 and 
1 

D(H, ) = 55” 

Being interesting on its own, this problem would also have some applications 

related to the remainder terms in the Erdés-Simonovits Theorem [8], as well. 

(See also [10,2].)  
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This conjecture is proven for 

2 n 
e(G,) 2 — (G24 

(see below) and the following (other) weakening is also known, [7]. 

Theorem. If K; Z G, then 

2 n 
< ——.. D(Gn) S B75 

for some (calculable constant) 6 > 0. 

In fact, Erdés, Faudree, Pach, and Spencer [7] proved that 

Theorem. For every triangle-free graph G with n vertices and m edges 

1 2m(2m? — n?) 4m? 
D(Gn) < max 13” — HB(n? 2m)’ m— (2) 

1 1 
Since the second term of (2) decreases in Engr’. and its value is 

1 1 
exactly sz" for m — BM therefore (2) implies’ that if 

2 

e(Gn) > =, (3) 
1 

and K; Z G,, then D(G,) S 55” Again, by (1), it is trivial, that if 

2 
e(Gn) c 5 (4) 

then D(G,) S sn However, the general conjecture is still open: the 

middle interval 5 ; 

35 < e(Gn) < = 

is unsettled. 

(C) Our third starting point was the following problem. In Conjecture 

1 we try to estimate D(G,,) in terms of n, the number of vertices. It is 

much more natural to try to find estimates which use functions of e(G) or 

functions of e(G) and v(G), to bound D(G). (Actually, one of the main 

goals of [7] is to give estimates on D(G) in terms of e(G) or in terms of both 

v(G) and e(G).) Erdős first thought that
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Conjecture 2. If K; Z G,, then D(G,) c =¢(Gn). 

This would be sharp e.g. for the pentagonlike graph ... However, later 
Erdős has disproved this, by proving in [2] that there exists an infinite 
sequence of graphs H, such that K; Z H, and 

D(H,) > € _ 40) (Hy) ag "pen. 

One natural way to try to save Conjecture 2 would be to add the extra 
condition that G, has many edges: e(Gn) > cn? for some constant c > 0 
while n — oo. 

This natural conjecture is unfortunately also false. We shall disprove 
this weaker conjecture using the "random construction? of Erdős, mentioned 
above. We shall prove 

Theorem 1. For every € > 0 there exists a constant c = c, > 0 such that 
for infinitely many n, there exists a G,, with e = e(G,) and K; Z G,, with 
e(Gn) > cen? , for which 

D(G,,) > (5 — e) e. 

This is sharp in the obvious sense (guaranteed by (1)). 

Our main tool to prove Theorem 1 will be to regard graphs of form 

Lk (ni... , nk] and show that to make such a graph bipartite by deleting the 

minimum number of edges we may always find an edge-deletion where the 

fact if we delete an edge or not depends only on the classes of its endpoints. 

Definition 1. Canonical edge deletion. Given a graph Hy, and the inte- 

gers ny, .... nk, put G, = Ay[ny,...,n,]. We shall call an edge-deletion 

canonical if for each pair of vertex-groups of G, either we delete all the 

connecting edges or none of them. (In other words, the resulting G" has 

the form G’ = H'[n,...,nx], for some subgraph HC H. This implies, 

among others, that - to determine D,(G,,) we have to check only a bounded 

number of cases, independently of n.) 

The main goal of this paper is to show that for any fixed 3-chromatic L, 

for every graph G, not containing this L and having sufficiently many edges,
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it is easier to make G,, bipartite than to make bipartite 3 corresponding 

pentagonlike graph with at least the same number of edges" . 

  

Figure 1. 

For given B we may regard the pentagonlike graph H[nj,...,n5] with 

n3 = n4 = ns = VB. If all the other classes are bigger, then (by Theorem 

7) we need to delete at least B edges from this graph to make it bipartite. 

Theorem 2. If Ks; Z G, and 

G,) >™ > 
e( n) a 5 8 , 

then there is a pentagonlike graph H, with at least the same number of 

edges: e(Gn) < e(H;,), for which 

D(G,) < D(H;). (5) 

Greedy Algorithm. (a) Pick an edge (x,y) with maximum d(x) + d(y). 
Let A, = N(x), Az = N(y), C = V — A; — Ay. Put the vertices v,... of 

C successively into Cs and C2, so that the number of monochromatic edges 

(i.e. edges incident to v; from C; to A; UC;) ) be the minimum possible. 

The number of monochromatic edges — obtained in this procedure — will 

be denoted by D(G,). (This may depend on the choices of xy and the 

order of the elements of C.) 

By definition, D'(G) 2 D(G). Instead of proving (5) we shall prove the 

stronger 

D'(G,) £ D(H;). (6) 

3 Below Theorem 2 is an "exact statement? , i.e. holds without error-terms, but the 

other results are “asymptotic structure?" -type results.
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Theorem 3. If K3 ZG, and 

n? 

and applying the above Greedy Aleit to G we get a class C = CU Cs 

with c = |C| vertices, representing cd monochromatic edges of Gy: 

D'(G,) := cd, 

then there exists an H,, ~ H[Vcd, Vcd, Vcd, u, ul s.t. 

e(Gn) S e(Hn). 

e(Gn) > 

Theorem 3 implies Theorem 2. Indeed, a standard but somewhat 

tedious argument shows that for given n, as e = e(H,) increases, 

min D(H,) decreases. 
e(Hn)2e 

The next theorem is a stability theorem connected to Theorems 2—3. It 

asserts that either H, is significantly more difficult to make bipartite than 

G,, or they are similar to each other in the sense that even G,, can be turned 

into a pentagonlike graph guite easily. 

Theorem 4. For every ez > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if — in 

Theorem 3 — 

e(H,,) — őn? < e(G,), 

then G, can be turned into a pentagonlike graph by deleting at most en? 

edges. 

Theorem 5. For every € > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if G, contains 

at most ón? K3’s and 
2 

e(Gn) > = — 6n?, 

then for some H, ~ H{[m,m, p, u, ul, (u < m) 

e(G,) < e(A,). 

If further, 

e(H,,) — őn? < e(G,), 

then G, can be turned into a pentagonlike graph by deleting at most en? 

edges. 

One could ask: how do our theorems change if we replace K3 by 

an arbitrary 3-chromatic excluded subgraph L? The answer is, that the 

theorems remain valid.  
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Theorem 6. Let L be an arbitrary fixed 3-chromatic graph. For every 

€ > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if L Z G, and 

2 

e(Gn) > = — 6n?, 

and if applying the above greedy algorithm to G we get a class C with c 

vertices, representing cd monochromatic edges of G,: 

D'(G,) := cd, 

then for some H, ~ H[{vcd, Vcd, Vcd, u, ul, 

e(Gn) < e( Ha). 

If, addítionally, 

e(Gn) S e(Hn), 

and 
e(Hn) — őn? £ e(G,), 

then G,, can be turned into a pentagonlike graph by deleting at most en? 

edges. 

One could ask if one can — under the conditions of Theorem 6 — 

guarantee that G,, is contained by a pentagonlike graph, i.e. we do not have 

to delete edges to get a subgraph of some Hn(ni1, . . . , 15). However this is 

not the case: if Q is the Petersen graph, then an appropriate Q[m,... N10] 

will provide a counterexample to this “conjecture”, (see Figure 2) 

  
Figure 2.
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Theorem 6*. Let L be an arbitrary fixed 3-chromatic graph, v := v(L). 

For every € > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that if G, contains at most őn" 

copies of L and 
2 

e(Gn) > = — 6n?, 

and if applying the above Greedy Algorithm to G we get a class C with c 

vertices, representing cd edges of G,: 

D'(G,) := cd, 

then for some appropriate H, ~ H{m,m, p, 4, p] 

e(G,) S e(An). 

If, additionally, 

e(H,,) — őn? < e(G,), 

then G, can be turned into a pentagonlike graph by deleting at most en? 

edges. 

2. Lemmas on Pentagonlike graphs 

Here our first aim is to prove that if for a given p we wish to make a graph 

G, = L,[m,...,n%] into a p-chromatic graph by deleting the minimum. 

number of edges needed, then we can always delete these edges canonically. 

The meaning of this is the following. 

Assume that k | n. It is trivial that if G, = L,[n/k,...,n/k] then 

D,y(Gn) < D,(Lx) 

n2 — &k2 © 
(7) 

Indeed, we can delete D, (Lk) edges from Lk to get a p-chromatic graph, 

and therefore we can delete (canonically) 

D.( (2) 
edges to get a p-chromatic graph from G,. This proves (7). The meaning 

of the next theorem is that this is roughly the best one can do for these 

graphs.  
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Theorem 7. Let 

Gn = H,.(n1, vee , ne]. 

Then there is a canonical “edge-deletion” achieving the minimum D;(G,,). 

Corollary 1. Assume that for some p, H, is a graph for which D,(H,) > 
ak?. Let (G,) be a graph sequence defined by Gn = Hy([n1,.-., nx] for some 
n= E + o(n). Then D,(G,) > an? — o(n?) as n — oo. Moreover for the 

case when k | n, we have 

Proof of Theorem 7. Assume we have an H, and construct a 

G, = H,[n1,...,n«] 

from it. Then someone deletes m = D,(G,,) edges from Gn, producing a 
p-chromatic graph Z,. Transforming Z,, step by step we will show that 
there is an equally optimal Z7 which is already canonical. This will imply 
Theorem 7. 

Let U;,...,U, be the classes of G,,. We shall call two vertices symmetric 
if they have the same neighbourhood. 

Let z,y € U;. We apply symmetrization to this graph Z iteratively: if 
dz(x) > dz(y), then we delete all the edges of Z,, adjacent to y and join 
y to all the Z-neighbours of x. During this the number of edges does not 
decrease. Further, the chromatic number cannot increase either. Observe 
that if x and y are symmetric and we symmetrize u to v then this uv- 
symmetrization does not ruin the symmetry of x and y. So let us iterate this 
step. We can do this so that the symmetrization will increase the number 
of pairs of symmetric vertices in each step. This ensures that the procedure 
will sooner or later terminate. Finally we end up with a graph in which all 
the pairs z, y belonging to the same U; have the same neighbourhood. # 

Corollary 2. If H[n,,...,ns5] is a pentagonlike graph, then 

D(H[n,...,s]) = min nN; Ni41. 

In other words, the most efficient way to turn a pentagonlike graph into 
a bipartite one is to choose two connected classes and delete all the edges 
between them.  
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Remarks. 1. It can easily happen that we may turn a graph G, = 

L,[n1,---,] into a bipartite graph so that we have deleted between any 

pairs of groups only half of the edges. E.g. in a pentagonlike graph we can 
split each group U; into two almost equal groups U} and U? and delete half 

of the edges to get the 10-cycle-like graph with classes 

1 1 1 2 2 2 1 
U; , U; , eee Us, UT , U; , eee , Us U;. 

This is not an optimal edge-deletion. 

2. One could ask if the maximum can be attained only by canonical 
subgraphs. The answer is that there are many non-canonical maximum- 

size bipartite graphs of a graph, e. g. for H = Cs H[a,b,c,d,b] can be 

turned into a bipartite graph by splitting U, into two classes U" and U” and 

deleting all the edges between U" and U2 and all the edges between U” and 

U;. If a,b < c,d then all these splittings are optimal. 

3. The method of symmetrization was first used by Zykov [14] to prove 

Turdn’s theorem. Since that the method was successfully used in various 

cases, e. g. Simonovits used it in a very similar setting. 

4. One final remark should be made. Given a Cs[nj,...,75] with a 

given number of vertices, ni +...+m5 = n, one is curious, how to choose 

the n;’s to get the maximum number of edges under the condition that 

nNinit41 2 B. The extremal distribution in such problems is sometimes 

asymptotically unique, sometimes not. Here e. g. one optimal graph is 

often obtained by taking Cs[a,a,c,c,a] with 3a + 2c =n, a < c. However, 

in this case we have infinitely many equally good graphs. Generally, moving 

from C'5[n1, N2, 23, na, n5] to CsÍn1, Ng +1, n3,N4—1, ns] the number of edges 

changes only by (ni — 5). Therefore it remains constant for ny = ns. 

Theorem 7 implies Theorem 1 but what is the dependence of the con- 

stants in Theorem 1? 

Claim 1. For every (small) c > 0, there exists ac’ > 0 such that if K3; Z G, 

and e(G,,) > cn? then 

D(Ga) < € - e) EG). 

Proof. We may assume that e(G,,) = cn?. Then we may also assume that 

each vertex has degree > cn. Pick a vertex x and consider its neighbourhood 

A= N(x). It is a set of independent vertices and so e(N(x),V — N(x)) >
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c’n?. On the average a set B C V — N(z) of size Zen contains 4¢3n? 4 
O(c*n?) edges and on the average it is joined to N (a) by > cn? [2 2 edges. 
Hence, by averaging, there is a set B C V — N(x) of $cn vertices such that 
the magnitude of 

e(B, N(x)) — e(G[B}) 
is > c’n?/5. So we have found two sets A, B so that the number of edges 
joining different classes is greater by at least c?n?/5 than the number of 
edges joining vertices of the same class. Let us call this quantity the 
“surplus”. Now, putting the vertices outside of AU B one by one either 
into A or into B, we can always put a new vertex x into the class to which 
it is joined by the fewer (or equal) number of edges. Hence the surplus will 
not decrease and we shall get a partition AUB = V(G,,) of the whole vertex 
set. The above argument shows that c > c?/5. m 

3. Proof of Theorem 3 

To make the proof easier to follow we fix some notations in advance. 

We have a graph G, and pick an edge x” y" for which 

d(x") + d(y") (MAX) 

is the maximum possible. By Lemma 2, 

d(x") +d(y") > =n. (9) 
Assume that d(x") = az, d(y”) = a, Az = N(x"), A, = N(y ). (Thus 

= |Aj|.) Define C = V — A, — Ap. Apply the greedy algorithm to C: put 
each vertex u € C either into C, or into C, depending on if 

IN(u) 9 Ag] > |M(u) n Ay | 
or not. Then V(Gn) => Az U Az U Ci U Co. 

Put c; = |C;| and n; = |Aj| + |C;| and put 

D; = max IN(u)n A,| 
UEC; 

and D = max{D,, D2}.
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Figure 3. 

Definition of d. We shall call the edges joining two vertices of Ay UC; or 

two vertices of Ag UC, monochromatic edges. (Sometimes, referring to most 

of the figures here, these edges will be called horizontal, the edges joining 

A, UC, to Ag UC, will be called vertical. 

Now, d is defined by that cd is the number of monochromatic edges 

in G, These edges will determine t > d independent horizontal edges by 

Lemma 1 below, some of which will join Ci to Ai. Their number will be 

denoted by "91, their endvertices in Az form a subset Fi. 72 and Fy» are 

similarly defined, further, y; is the number of horizontal edges in C;. 

One crucial point in the proof is that for any edge e = xy — since 

K; Z G,,, — each vertex can be joined to at most one of x and y. Therefore, 

if we have a big set of vertices not joined to this edge, then we have a good 

upper bound on d(x) + d(y). We shall try to cover the “critical” part of 

the graph by independent edges so that we could apply this bound to them. 

Then we shall be able to get an upper bound on the degree-sum of G,, . 

The next lemma seems to be so harmless, still, this is one important 

point where we use that K3 Z Gn. 

Lemma 1. Let G be a graph not containing any K3. Let Z C V(G) and 

z:=|Z|. Assume that d < z and d(x) < D for x € V(G). If 

d(Z) = e(G) — e(G — 2) > max{D, z} - (d— 1), 

then there exist d independent edges in G incident to Z. 

(They may join C to C — Z but also they may join pairs of vertices in 
Z.)
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Proof. Induction on d. 

If d(x) c d—1 for x € Z then (d— 1) max{D, 2) < d(Z) < z(d — 1), 

a contradiction. So, we may assume that there is a vertex © € Z with 

d(x) > d. Then 

dg-z(Z—«) > max{D, z — 1}(d— 2) 

since d(z) < max{D,z— 1}, and G — x contains a matching M of d~ 1 

edges incident to Z by the induction hypothesis. At most d — 1 edges lead 

from xz to M by triangle-freeness and so M can be extended with some edge 

xy to a matching of d edges incident to Z. MH 

Later we shall also need a slightly modified, asymptotic version of this 
lemma. 

Lemma 1". Let (G,) be a graph sequence in which each edge is contained 
in at most o(n) triangles. Let Z C V(G,) and z := |Z|. Assume that d < z 
and d(x) < D for x € V(G). If 

d(Z) = e(G,,) — e(G, — Z) > dmax{D, z} 

and d — oo, then there exist d — o(d) independent edges in G,, ad jacent to 
Z. 

The proof is almost the same as that of the “exact” version. It is left 
to the reader. 

Lemma 1**. If in Lemma 1* we have almost equality: if G, contains at 
most d+o(d) independent edges adjacent to Z, then changing o(zd) edges of 
Gn we can achieve that if z > D then for an appropriately chosen B of size 
d+o(d), all the edges incident to Z join Z to B (and consequently), all these 
edges belong to the (modified) G, and if D > z then for an appropriately 
chosen B of size D + o(D) and Zp C Z of size d+ o(d), all edges incident to 
Z join Zy to B and consequently all these edges belong to the modified Gy. 

This lemma is somewhat more complicated to prove, still it is a standard 
argument left to the reader. 

2e(G) . G with average degree 6 = 2e(G) it 
Lemma 2. (Folklore). Given a graph (@’ 

v contains an edge xy for which d(x) + d(y) > 26.
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Proof. For any graph 

2 

1 2e(G)\* XS Me) +ay))= SO a@P>=| DP ae)} =n. (72) ⋅ 
zy€ E(G) z€V(G) rE V(G) 

So the average of d(x) + d(y) for the edges xy of G is at least 4e(G)/n = 26. 
a 

Proof of Theorem 3. 

(A) Given the graph G,, we shall distinguish two cases: 

— the maximum horizontal degree D < c 

—D>e. 

In some sense the first case is the more involved. So let us assume first 

that D < c. In this case we shall build a pentagonlike graph as follows: 

Later we shall find some set of independent edges in G, and some of 
them will be represented in A,, their number will be t1 , some others in A. : 

their number will be t2. With these parameters we build a pentagonlike H,, 

by taking a complete bipartite graph with a;+ 5 (ci —t,;) vertices in its classes 

(¢ = 1,2), which will be split later into U; and U3, (Uz and U;). Next put 
= 5 (ci tc2 tti +t.) vertices into the residual class. This will be U4. Fix 

u from the a; + 3(ci — t1) vertices and further u from the az + 5 (c2 — te) 
vertices. These will be U3 and U;. Delete the edges between U3 and U; and 

join U, to both U3 and Us completely. The resulting H, has 

1 1 1 
a1 + 5(c1 — ti) + aa + 5 (ce — ta) + 5 (a toa +h +t2)=a,+a+c=n 

vertices. 

We shall estimate the degree-sums both in G, and H,,. Let us start 

with H,,. 

Clearly, 

1 1 
2e(H,) —2(a1 + 5a — t1))(a2 + 5 lee — t2)) + 2p? 

10) 1 ( 
> 2a1a2 + (c2 — te)a, + (ci — t1)az + 1G + t)?. 

where c= ci + (2, t=t; + te. 

(B) To estimate the degree-sum in G,, we shall cover as many vertices of 
C as possible by a set of independent monochromatic edges. By Lemma 1,
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we shall have at least t > d such edges and we shall estimate for these edges 
the degree-sum d(x) + d(y) by a; +t +c, (if z or both z and y are in C;). 
For the remaining vertices we shall use the estimate az or a2, depending on 

the position of the vertex. 

We choose maximum number t > d of independent edges from the cd 
monochromatic ones so that the number of chosen edges from C to A; UA, 
be the maximum one. (In other words, the number of chosen edges inside 
C be the minimum possible.) Then we have some edges joining vertices of 
the same C;. These form a matching M. 

(Bi) For technical reasons (to be able to estimate the degrees of C not 
covered by M) we add some further edges to M joining C; either to C3-, if 
possible, or to A3-; if we have already run out of the previous possibility. 
The extended matching will be denoted by M". It can happen that some 
vertices of C are not covered by this (extended) M" . 

These conditions on the choice of M* together will be called the #f- 
condition. 

Now we have to check, how can we estimate d(x) + d(y) for the various 
types of edges in M*. We have 7 types. 

(*)1 Ci € Ci Pi (x)2 Cz € Cy peo 

(**)1 Ci € A, V1 (**)2 Cz E A; Y2 
(xxx), Cy —> A> Sy (xxx) Cy — A, S 

(kkk) Ci Cy R 

The set of endvertices of the edges of type (xx) and (xx)2 in Ay, C1, Ae, 
C2 will be denoted by Fy, Fy, Fo, Fy , respectively. 

Let us start with type (*); type Ci — CI. 

Clearly, d(x) + d(y) < ag +¢e+ for this type, since no edge goes to 
such an edge from A; — F, (otherwise we could “improve” the selected 
edge-system with respect to #). Thus from A, U Az; we have at most 
(a; + a2) — (a, — 91) = az 4 91 edges. Further, at most c edges can join 
vertices of C to such an edge (because of the K 3-freeness). Thus, if we have 
pi such edges, we get altogether degree-sum 

(a2+c+y)pi (11) 

for these edges in M and similarly (a; e-t Y2)%2 for the edges of type (*)2.
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For edges ry of type (**), (x € Fr C Cy, y © F, C Aj), we prove 

that d(x) + d(y) £ ag +ce+ 91 +. Notice that either N(az)N Ai © Fi 

or N(y) NC, © FY. Suppose not and, say, xi € N(y) n (Cs — Fy) and 

yi € N(z)N(A, —F;). Then taking x,y and zy, instead of ry we get 7, +1 

independent edges of type (**), and we have to delete at most one edge of 

type (*)1 (if x, was covered by some edge of this type), a contradiction to 

the choice of M. 

If N(x) A; GC Fi then N(x) UN(y) C A, UCU F; and since no vertex 

is joined to both z and y, so 

d(x) 4 d(y) Sa2 tet . 

If N(y) NC, C Ff then IN(z) N (A; UC;)| < D < c (by definition of 

D), N(y)N(A1 UC1) C FY and since no vertex in Az U C2 is joined to both 

xz and y, we have 

d(x) + d(y) <c+ m1 +a2+e . 

Similarly, for the edges zy of type (**)2, we have 

d(x) +d(y)<a+e+2+e , (12) 

and it yields the upper estimate 

yi (ag tet + C2) +Y2(a1 tet Tt ci) 

for the degree sum in Fi U Fy UF, UF;. 

The next types are (***), type Ci € 42, (x**)o type C2 A A, or 

(xxx) type Ci <> C2. Now we can use the estimate 

d(x) + d(y) < ai + a2 

by (MAX). 

Finally, we have to estimate the degrees for the vertices of C not covered 

by M" . For these “free” vertices z we know — by the greediness — that no 

y outside of M" can be joined to x, otherwise we could extend M" . Further, 

only one endvertex of each of the edges of M" can be joined to such an z: 

d(x) SIM IS c. (13)  
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We will prove that c < ai, c < ag, implying d(x) < a; and d(z) c Qo. 
Suppose that, say, az Ce < n/5. Notice that d(v) < a2 for v € Az, by 
(MAX) and |E(G[A2 UC])| < (a2 + c)?/4 by Turdn’s theorem. Thus 

n? An? n? 2 n — eh a: z 
25 = 95 + 95 5 

2 

|E(G)| < Q a2 + ore < (n − a2 )a2 + 

a contradiction. 

(C) Now, the degree-sum 9 ey d(x) can be estimated as follows. Let 
us count the contribution of the vertices of various kind to >> d(x;). The 
vertices in Az — F) contribute az, the vertices of A, — F, contribute az, by 
(MAX). If there are Ry edges in the matching M joining C, to Co, their 
contribution can be estimated by a, + a2, by (MAX). 

Let S), S2, R be the number of matching edges of type C, — Ao, 
C2 <— Ai, Ci — > Cy. Applying (11), (12) and d(x) < a, forz e 
Cz —V(M"), d(x) < ag for x EC, — V(M"), we get 

2 d(x) S (ai — 9 — 52 )a2 + (2 — 2 — §1)a1 
TEV 

+ 51 (a1 + a2) + 52(a1 + a2) + R(a; + a2) 
+ P1(d2 +1 +. ¢) + P2(a1 + yo +e) (14) 
+71 (a2 +e+%1 +2) +72(a1 +e+72 +01) 
+ (ec, — 201 — — R— S. )az 

+ (C2 — 292 — 72 — R— S.)a1. 
We assumed that D £ c. Put t; = 1 + Yi and tg = 72tw2,t—ti +t. 
Thus 

2. d(x) S2a1a2 + p1(m +6) + p2(m +0) + (e+e. +) 
tev 

+(e + ci + 72) 
+ (cr — pi — "1)a2 + (c2 — pa — Y2)ay 

= 24,42 + pic + poe + V1 (ti + co +) + Y2(te +c: c) 
+ (ci — ty az + (cz — te)ay 

= 29142 + te + y1(ti + ¢2) + Yo(te +01) + (ci — thar 
+ (cg — tz)a,. 

(15) 

Here t) + co <c, + 2 = €, and te +c) c, V1 +72 Lt. Thus 

Vi(ti + C2) + Ya(te tc) < (11 +92)c < et.  
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By (15), 

> d(x) < 2a1a2 + 2tc + (ci = ty a2 + (C2 − t2)a1. 

TEV 

We have to prove that this is smaller than 2e(H,,), i.e. that 

201 Q2 + 2tc + (ci — t1)de + (co — te)ay 

t)? (16 
S 2a, a2 + (co — t2)a1 + (ci — ty )ay + cet ) . )   

(C2) The second case is when the maximum horizontal degree D > c. 
Assume that xo has horizontal degree D. Having used the Greedy algorithm 
in defining the above vertex partitioning, we know that zo has to be joined 
to at least D vertices of the “other class”. Hence we may fix on both sides a 
set B; of size D joined to zo. Let the number of horizontal edges in Az UC, 
be ki D, while in Az UC, let it be ko D. (These are the definitions of ki , ka.) 

Let us consider the following graph: H, has 5 classes U;, where U, is 
partitioned into U" and U”. The sizes are as follows: JU] = ki, |U”| = ke, 
U, = (a, +c,) — D — ky, Uz = (a2 + C2) — D — ky, and U; = D, Us = D. 
All the vertices of the classes U, are joined completely to all the vertices of 

U, and Us; all the vertices of the classes Uz are joined completely to all the 
vertices of U; and U3; U4 is completely joined to U3 and Us. 

We assert that H,, is “better” than G, in the following sense: 

e(Gn) S e(A,). 

Further, 

D(H,) = D(H,,) > D'(G,), 

where D’(H,,) is now defined as the number of edges incident to C to be 
deleted to make the graph bipartite. 

Since the last graph is of form H(n,,...,n5), we know that the best 
way to make it bipartite is to delete all the edges between two groups. So 
(ki + k2)D is really the minimum number of edges to be deleted to make 
this graph into bipartite, assumed that this product is the smallest. If 
this product is not the smallest then JUJ] < ki + ke, |U2| < ki + ko or 
|U1|, |U2| < D. In these cases we will see that n?/5 > e(H,) > e(G,). We 
have e(H,) = nine + nen3 +n3n4t+nans tnsni with ni = a, +c, —D— k,
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Na = az +c2 -D—ke, nz = n; = Di mg =k = ki + ke < D,n/5. The 

complete 5-partite graph K[n1,n2,73,74,75| has at most .2n?/5 edges by 

Turdn’s theorem, thus it is sufficient to prove that 

Ny Nz + NegNgz + NgNq + nan; tn;ni a ninz + nzn; + nzsn2 + NQNg + N4N4 

i.e. 

Mn. + niD-+nD+2Dk<mD+D? +nmD+ngk+mk 

which is equivalent to 

(D —k)? — (ni —k)(ng —k) > 0. (17) 

(i) If n3,m2 > k then we have to prove (17) only if n1,n2 c D and in 
this case (17) holds: by D—k >n;—k > 0. 

(ii) if, say, ny > k, ng < k then (17) holds since the left hand side of it 
has a positive and a non-negative term. 

(iii) if n,,n2 < k then suppose that 

  (D — k)? < (ni —k)(n2 —k) c (x- aoe) 

1.e. 4 

D-k<p.-2U™. 

It yields 

4k>mt+n+2D=n-k 

which contradicts k < n/5. 

Now, let us estimate and calculate the number of edges in G, and H,, 
respectively . There is no reason to calculate the horizontal edges, we just 

have taken care of them. 

What about the vertical edges, vertical degrees? 

In case of H, we use the following calculation: Above, for n; = a; + ci, 
n, — D—ky vertices are joined to n2 — ka vertices; D vertices are joined to 

n2 — D vertices from the other class, and ki vertices are joined to D vertices 
from the other class. So 

e(H,,) =(n; — D — ki1)(n2 _ kz) + D(ne2 − D) + k,D 

—(ni —- D — k1)(na = kz) + (D — ki) (ne = D) + ky Ne.
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In G, we can estimate the number of edges as follows: 

The number of horizontal edges is estimated by the same amount: 

(ki + k2)D. The number of vertical edges incident to the ki independent 

horizontal edges is estimated by kn2, since each vertex in Az UC is joined 

to at most one end of such an edge. For the remaining at least D — ki 

vertices in Bi we can use the stronger estimate nz — D and for all the other 

vertices above we can use the weaker bound nz — ky, since these vertices are 

joined to at most one end of each edge of the kz horizontal selected edges. 

We obtained the desired estimate and this completes the proof. MB 

4. Proof of Theorem 4 

It is enough to prove that if (G, ) is a sequence of graphs not containing K3 

and having at least 
n? 7 
25 + o(n ) 

edges and — for the corresponding pentagonlike graphs H, — G,, satisfies 

e(Gn) > e(H,) — o(m?) 

-then G, can be made pentagonlike by deleting o(n”) edges. We have to 

deal with the two cases D < c and D > c separately, like in the proof of 

Theorem 3. In general, we follow the estimations in the proof of Theorem 

3 and use its notation. 

(A) Assume that D £ c. 

Unless t = c — o(n), we gain some an? edges for infinitely many of our 

graphs in (16), which implies that 

e(G,) S e( Ha) — an? , 

contradicting our assumptions. Therefore we may assume that t = c— o(n). 

Further, since c > 71 +72+21+2¢2 = t+91+ 2, therefore p; +2 = o(n). 

A similar argument shows that |N(z).A,| = c— o(n) for almost all the 

vertices z € C;. Indeed, if for agn of them we had |N(z)N A,| < c — agn, 

then we could gain a3n in (12) and it would improve our final inequality (14)
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by a2a3n?, contradicting our assumption. It is also clear that for almost 

each x € C the pair 

(N(z)N Ay; N(x) Az) 

is almost the same, say (U3;U;) with |U3|,|Us| 2 ec — o(n) where |U3| = 

c — o(n) if ci # o(n) and |U;| = c — o(n) if cz A o(n). Finally, it is not 

too difficult to show that a; — az = o(n), in this case, otherwise we could 

move some vertices from the larger A; to the smaller one, increasing the 

total number of edges by some an?. 

(B) We have applied Lemma 1 to get ki, k2 independent edges. If 

we can get more than ki + kz + agn independent edges, then we gain at 

least asn? edges in the estimates on e(G,). This being excluded, we may 

apply Lemma 1**: There are ki vertices (forming a class W,) in Ci almost 

completely joined to D vertices (forming a class 91) of A; and ka vertices 

(forming a class W2) in Cz almost completely joined some other D vertices 

of A>, (forming a class 02). Further, the number of other edges in A; UC; 

(and A, UC, respectively) is only o(n”): these edges can be disregarded. 

If kp A o(n) then almost all of the vertices of Cs — W; are joined to each 

edge of the ky-matching by exactly one edge, and either they are joined to 

the vertices in 02 or to ones in We, and since 102] > |W2| + o(n) and we 

cannot gain agn? in the estimate so almost all of the vertices of Cs — W, are 

joined to almost all vertices of 02. Thus C, — W, can be added to A; — 01, 

and similarly C. — W2 to Az — Qe. It is also clear that N(x) s Qi U 02 

for almost all z € W, U W2 and we get a pentagonlike graph with classes 

A, UC, — W,, Az UC2 — W2,Q1,W, UW2,Q2. B 

5. Proof of Theorem 5. 

It is enough to prove Theorem 5 when we have a sequence of graphs (G,) 

with 
n2 

e(Gn) > a7 o(n?) 

and when (G, ) contains o(n?) K3’s. We may delete o(n”) edges of G, so that 

in the remaining graph G*, each edge is contained in at most o(n) triangles. 

Now all the estimates (9)—-(16) on the degrees and sums of degrees remain
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valid if we add an extra term +o(n) to the right hand side (or +0(n”), when 
we estimate numbers of edges between groups of vertices). W 

6. Proof of Theorems 6,6* 

Here and below the theory of supersaturated graphs will be used. Given 
a family L of forbidden graph, a graph G, with e(G,,) > ext(n,L) will be 

called supersaturated. There are many results stating that supersaturated 

graphs contain many forbidden subgraphs. Below we shall use the following 

results. 

Theorem. [7] If G, is a p-uniform hypergraph with cn? p-edges, then it 

contains p classes X,,...,X, of size t each so that all the t? p-tuples 

(T1,..., tp) : ai EX; for i=1,...,p 

are hyperedges of G,. 

Corollary 3. If G, is an ordinary graph containing at least cn? copies of 

K, for some fixed c > 0 and if n is sufficiently large, (n > no(c,p,t)) then 

G, contains a K,(t,t,...,t). 

This result is extended by the following theorem of Erdős and Si- 

monovits: 

Theorem. [9] Assume that L is a forbidden graph and c > 0. There exists 
a cz > 0 such that if e(G,) > ext(n, L) + cn? then G, contains at least 
lenn] copies of L. 

Both Theorem 6 and Theorem 6" easily follow from Theorem 5. Indeed, 

let v = v(L). Now LC K(v,0,v). 

Let us consider a sequence of graphs, (G,,) satisfying the conditions of 

Theorems 6 or 6*, with o(n”) instead of 6n?. 

If for some constant 7 > 0, G, contains at least nn? triangles, then — 

by the Erdős Theorem [7] applied to the triples of V(G,,) formed by the 

triangles of G,, Gn 2 K(v,v,v), proving that L C G,. This is excluded 

by the condition of Theorem 6. By a generalization of the above theorem 

of Erdős, [see 9], if G, contains nn* triangles, then it contains at least
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yn*” copies of K(v,v,v), and therefore at least yn” copies of L. (Each 
L can be extended in less than n?” ways into a K(v,v,v) C Gy.) This 
case is excluded by the conditions of Theorem 6*. Thus in both cases we 

may assume that G, contains o(n*) copies of K3. Hence the assertion of 
Theorems 6,6* immediately follow from Theorem 5. @ 
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